Revealing the Electronic and Molecular Structure of Randomly Oriented Molecules by Polarized Two-Photon Spectroscopy.
In this Letter, we explored the use of polarized two-photon absorption (2PA) spectroscopy, which brings additional information when compared to methods that do not use polarization control, to investigate the electronic and molecular structure of two chromophores (FD43 and FD48) based on phenylacetylene moieties. The results were analyzed using quantum chemical calculations of the two-photon transition strengths for circularly and linearly polarized light, provided by the response function formalism. On the basis of these data, it was possible to distinguish and identify the excited electronic states responsible for the lowest-energy 2PA-allowed band in both chromophores. By modeling the 2PA circular-linear dichroism, within the sum-over-essential states approach, we obtained the relative orientation between the dipole moments that are associated with the molecular structure of the chromophores in solution. This result allowed to correlate the V-shape structure of the FD48 chromophore and the quantum-interference-modulated 2PA strength.